
 
 

Whereas the immense universe is impressive and makes us stand in awe, the micro world remains hidden to 
virtually everyone, and the nano world is even a thousand times smaller than the micro world. (Clarification: Nano 
particles are measured in billion parts of meters. The terms nano gold/silver are colloidal gold/silver refer to the same essence; 
the former is dry, the latter is aqueous.)  

 
But the nano world has an impact even on human health; and yes it can be seen by even the naked eye: Take a 
laser pointer, or a laser light on a level, and let it shine through an aqueous liquid, in which are suspended 
numerous atomic particles of elemental gold/silver, then, particularly in a dark room, you will see the elementally 
pure nano particle crystals reflecting the extremely bright laser light. But how do nano particles apply to human 
health, particularly in respect to Covid-19? 
 
That colloidal gold/silver has health benefits is undeniable, as adjectives like antibiotic, antibacterial, antiseptic, 
anti-aging, antifungal colloidal gold/silver illustrate. One reason, why colloidal silver substances are killers of micro 
organism, is because they are so small that they cannot be filtered; they are transported freely throughout 
aqueous solutions that they permeate even bacteria and viruses. Yet in relationship to the micro-organism of 
bacteria and viruses, the silver and gold nano particles are so huge that they interfere with the internal chemistry 
of bacteria and/or virus to the point that they can kill them, either physically, chemically, or as catalysts.  
 
However in relationship to organic human cells, nano particles are relatively so small, that large organic human 
cells are virtually un-affected, unless an excessive numbers of nano particles may be present. Thus the human 
body can benefit from the presence of nano particles, for the nano particles help rid the human body of bacteria, 
fungi, and viruses, possibly even the Covid-19 Corona Virus. 
 
This author contends that a most likely reason why some people die from the Covid-19 Corona Virus is because 
they have insufficient amounts of nano gold/silver particles in their system. Because others have higher amounts 
of nano gold/silver in their body, they may be completely unaffected by the Covid-19 Corona Virus. This theory can 
be simply proven or disproven by correlating statistics of Covid-19 occurrences and natural geological nano 
gold/silver occurrences. If proven correct, implications go far beyond Covid-19. 
 
A simple test to show the nano gold/silver presence in the human body is described above in the second 
paragraph. A readily available body fluid to be tested is urine. One of the many natural sources of nano gold is red 
wine, or even drinking water from local public water supplies, as illustrated in these black and white photographs 
of a laser beam passing through two inches of liquids: 
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